
Alexandra Larina       TREASURER 
 

Hello my dear AEGEE-Praha family!  
Let me introduce myself if you don’t know me yet or want to 
hear about me a little bit more. 

My name is Sasha and I’m 23 years old student of Czech 
Technical University in Prague (I’m already on the finish line 
of my Master program).  I’m specializing on creating maps, so 
whenever you are lost, just call me ;-)  

Now it’s time to say about my passion for AEGEE! I have inherited love for AEGEE from my 
sister, that’s why I became a member in faraway 2010th year. Already from first event I felt how 
it draws me in, and how happy am I meeting new people and discovering new cultures and 
traditions. Since 2010 I’ve been through a lot of unforgettable events and mind blowing SUs, 
to be precise – 4xSU (2 as a helper and 2 as a participant), exchange (beloved Eindhoven), pre-
Agora event in beautiful Milano and even more local events.  

I’m candidating for position of treasure, as I would like to apply my skills, knowledges and to 
get a new experience.  

Why you should vote for me? 

 I’m very responsible and trustful person, who is not afraid of challenges or of learning new 
things. I feel absolutely confident with high level of Math operations. In University I attended 
classes of accountancy, finance and economics, that is why our member can totally rely on me 
in terms of finances flow.  I will work on increasing a balance of AEGEE-Praha by founding 
new sponsors not only for bigger events like SU but as well for the smaller ones. I have a lot of 
ideas and passion to improve things in our AEGEE, which I will share with you on the election. 

 

Thank you for your time you spent with me by reading my motivation letter!   I hope that you 
feel the same way about AGEEE like me and that you will give me a chance to be part of 
board - team to let me know you better.  

VOTE FOR ME and see you on Wednesday   


